Case MS 56, fol. 151r (pietà, the prayerbook of Margaret of Croy)
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MS 40.1 fol. 40r (pietà, Rouen book of hours)
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Case MS 50.5, fol. 89r (pietà, Rouen book of hours)
Case MS 45, fol. 26r (pietà, Paris book of hours)
Case MS 61, fol. 120v (pietà, Dutch book of hours)
Case MS 192, laid-in fragment with a heart-shaped illustration (pietà, German prayerbook).
Case BV468 .E86 1512, woodcut on the very last page (pietà, French printed hymnbook)
Case MS 35, fol. 148r (arma christi, English book of hours)
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MS 32, head of roll (arma christi with Crucifixion, The Stations of Rome)
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Case folio W 0145 .357, fol. D7v (Man of Sorrows woodcut in Passiones Christi)
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Inc. 2230 fol. 1v (Image of Bridget of Sweden)
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“Lamentation with Donors”, ca. 1440-1450, Chazen Muse of Art, University of Wisconsin-Madinson (part of the Center for Renaissance Studies Consortium)
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